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God Loves Sex, Part One
Like with most things, it requires maturity to talk about a lot of things. Otherwise, a good perspective offering refreshing points absent in much
evangelical conversation. The Song is a collection of love poems, though these love poems serve a common purpose and thus have an organic and
coherent feel to them. Then it uses that lens to answer questions posed by a fictional new Christian struggling with expectations of sexual purity.
Showing Jul 10, Katie rated it it was amazing. It kept it interesting and you could look at things from a different viewpoint. The Malcolm diary
sections were full of florid prose that detracted from the narrative. In fact, God Loves Sex: An Honest Conversation About Sexual Desire and
Holiness followers of Christ we need to makes sure that we are experiencing the fullness of the gift of sex as God intended us to have it. Welcome
back. Expected to ship within 8 hours from Australia. Community Reviews. Along the way he confronts his own sexual woundedness, his
dissatisfying sexual history, the past influence of pornography on him and abuse he suffered. Solid take on the matter. However, he discovers in this
small group a safe place to explore these issues with others, all of whom are dealing with their own areas of brokenness. Allender and Longman
have written about reality, at least as it pertains to human sexuality. Then it uses that lens to answer God Loves Sex: An Honest Conversation
About Sexual Desire and Holiness posed by a fictional new Christian struggling with expectations of sexual purity. The two have collaborated on
several books and a number of Bible Studies in the past. God Loves Sex: An Honest Conversation About Sexual Desire and Holiness, Ph. He
didn't feel they understood, and they wouldn't be able to help fix it. So, I read a fair amount, and almost every time I opened this book on the Song
of Solomon, I felt challenged by the language the authors were using in it. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. God Loves Sex offers a truly
liberating, godly view of holy sensuality by recovering the clear meaning of the Song of Songs as God-sanctioned eroticism. But in this book
Allender and Longman explore what the Bible really says about sexual desire and sexual intimacy. Key Features Offers counsel on sexuality and
the Christian life Provides practical advice from the Song of Songs Combines biblical truth with an awareness of modern psychology. A God
Loves Sex: An Honest Conversation About Sexual Desire and Holiness that looks at sex deeply and honestly, as a place of potential intimacy or
power, or brokenness and frivolity. He travels and speaks extensively on sexual-abuse recovery, love and forgiveness, worship and other related
topics. Believe me when I say, if it doesn't, it'll stand alone. Rare is a book dealing with sex that combines psychologically insight with theological
depth in a sensitive and engaging way. We are amazed by a gift that we could not create on our own or deserve as if we earned it. It also makes
for a riveting presentation and create space for us as readers to probe our own marred sexuality and God's plan for it. Tremper Longman III.
Christopher Yuan. Published November 4th by Baker Books first published October 28th Continue reading about Dan B. Dec 03, George P.
Also in the group are a husband and wife who married to each other after the husband had cheated with her on his previous spouse, a recent
divorcee who escaped an abusive situation, a single woman who is a virgin but has her own struggles with sexuality as she tries to navigate the
'Christian dating scene. Mar 06, Kimberly Gordon rated it liked it. Home 1 Books 2. I really appreciate how they talk about the reality that we are
sexual beings our whole lives and that sexual desire is good. Add to Wishlist. I like the writing style and the message except I strongly disagree
with his thoughts on masturbation and don't see how he can think that it is ok See 1 question about God Loves Sex…. That was refreshing. Dec
18, Paige Gordon rated it it was amazing. I liked the format. The authors deal with some potentially controversial topics that will give the reader
something to consider. So, God loves sex. Dan B. Before coming to Westmont, he taught at Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia for
18 years. The church's position on sexual matters has been made clear throughout history: all sexual activity outside the boundaries of Christian
marriage is sin. Sex is a divine gift given to us. Glynn Harrison.
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